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Dukane Announces Large Venue 13,000 Lumen Projector 
 

Dukane’s 9010 DLP projector is a true achievement in graphics display technology and 
performance.  Offering the most advanced functionality with flexible installation features, 
Dukane’s 9010 is a perfect choice for large auditoriums, conference rooms, museums, and 
concert or stage productions.  The 9010 is equipped with a dual lamp system, which achieves 
brightness of 13,000 lumens, provides multi-projection capability, incorporates 4 digital inputs 
including 3G SDI for added versatility and broadcast capability, plus a high performance filter 
reducing dust sticking to critical components.  For even greater image quality, the 9010 features 
3 chip DLP technology.  Each chic is actually divided by a light prism into each of the three 
primary color chips instead of the light being directed into one unique chip.  The light is then 
redirected and combined through the projector lens as the image.  For added peace of mind, 
Dukane’s 9010 is also backed by a generous 5-year warranty and our world-class service and 
support programs. 
 
Key Features: 

 WUXGA 1920x1200 resolution 

 13,000 ANSI lumens light output 

 Dual lamp system 

 2 chip DLP technology 

 HDMI 2 inputs 

 3G SDI enabled 

 3D availability with stereo DVI 

 Edge blending 

 Geometric correction 

 High performance filter 
 
For more information visit our site at www.dukaneav.com 
 
For more than fifty years, Dukane’s Audio Visual Products Division has provided schools around 
the world with technology solutions that helped increase student learning. With a network of 
trained professional dealers available to provide personal and localized sales support, Dukane is 
committed to meeting each customer’s particular needs. 
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Since 1922, Dukane has been involved in the development of systems and equipment for the 
educational, commercial, and industrial markets. Today, the company is divided into two 
operating divisions which produce diversified product offerings including audio visual 
presentation equipment and ultrasonic assembly 
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